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O n Solutions with Generalized Power Asymptotics
to Systems of Differential Equations
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ABSTRACT. In the paper we study methods for constructing particular solutions with nonexponential asymptotic behavior to a system of ordinary differential equations with infinitely differentiable right-hand sides. W e
construct the corresponding formal solutions in the form of generalized power series whose first terms are particular solutions to the so-called truncated system. W e prove that these series are asymptotic expansions of real
solutions to the complete system. W e discuss the complex nature of the functions that axe represented by these

series in the analytic case.

w

Introduction

Consider the system of differential equations
x = f(x,t),

x e R",

(1)

whose right-hand sides are representable as formal power series

/,=

s

'n,

.....

(2)

io ,it ,...,in

where the sum is taken over positive integers il, . . . , in and integers i0. For such systems we find sufficient
conditions that guarantee the existence of particular solutions with generalized power asymptotics of the
form ..~ t -G , t --* 4-0 or t --* 4-00, where G is a real matrix.
For simplicity, we assume that the right-hand sides of (1) are infinitely differentiable functions of x, t on
R n x R " \ {0}. In specific applications, we mainly deal with polynomial systems, for which this requirement
is always satisfied.
To construct such solutions, we must first truncate system (1) to a model system that has explicitly constructible solutions with the cited asymptotics. Usually, these model systems are taken to be
quasihomogeneous systems, which are singled out by using Newton polytopes of the exponents in the
expansions (2) [1]. However, this approach permits one to find only solutions with the classical power
asymptotics (the matrix G is diagonal), whereas in specific applications one often deals with solutions
whose leading terms of asymptotic expansions involve expressions of the form ta sin(5 in t) or t a cos(6 In t).
A similar situation occurs, for instance, for autonomous systems, say, for autonomous multidimensional
Hamiltonian systems with even-order resonance of frequencies [2]. Thus, we must slightly modify the
conventional approach to the construction of truncated systems.
w

Quasihomogeneous and semiquasihomogeneous systems

Consider an (n + 1)-dimensional Fuchsian system of differential equations of the form
dx

dt

The flow of system (3) will be denoted by
t ~

#-1~,

x ~ #Gx.
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(4)

Definition 1. System (1) is said to be quasihomogeneous with respect to the structure generated by
the matrix G if (1) is invariant with respect to the phase flow (4) of system (3).
In the following, we equip the right-hand sides of quasihomogeneous systems with a subscript q (the

quasihomogenei4y index). Sometimes this subscript will be used to denote some generalized "degree" of
quasihomogeneity.
Thus, the truncated systems will be quasihomogeneous systems

= f,(x, t).

(5)

It is natural to seek solutions to (5) in the form of "quasihomogeneous rays"

x (t) = (rt)-Gxg,

(6)

where ~f = • and x~ is a constant real vector. If we are interested in the asymptotics for positive t,
then we set 7 = + 1 , otherwise we must take 7 = - 1 .
In what follows, we assume that the truncated system (5) has a real solution of the form (6) and we
will try to complete this solution so as to obtain a solution to the complete system (1).
Let us now define a class of systems for which quasihomogeneous systems of the type (5) can serve as
truncated ones.

Definition 2. System (1) is said to be semiquasihomogeneous if the flow (4) transforms its right-hand
side to the form
= fq(X, t) + i f ( x , 4, p),
(7)
where fq(x, t) is a quasihomogeneous vector field and f*(x, t, #) is a formal series in powers of #~, the
exponent f~ being a nonnegative real number. For fl > 0, system (1) is said to be posi4ive semiquesihomogeneous, and for negative 3 , it is said to be negative seraiquasihomogeneous.
If in (7) we set p = 0 for a positive semiquasihomogeneous system or p = c~ for a negative seraiquasihomogeneous system, then we obtain the truncated system (5).
There are numerous examples of semiquasihomogeneous systems of differential equations. A classical
example of a n o n a u t o n o m o u s semiquasihomogeneous system is given by the first and the second Painlev~
equations [3] reduced to the form of second-order systems.
Looking ahead, we note that if a system is positive semiquasihomogeneous, t h e n we must seek particular
solutions with generalized power asymptoties as 4 --* 4-c~; otherwise, we m u s t study the asymptotics of
solutions as 4 ~ 4-0.

w

Main theorem

T h e o r e m 1. Let system (1) be semiquasihomogeneous and let the corresponding truncated system (5)
have a particular solution of type (6). Then (1) has a particular solution tor wh/ch (6) is the main term
of the asympto4ic expansion as 4x ~ 3' x r where X = signf~ is the "semiquasihomogeneity sign."
P r o o f . First, we formally construct the asymptotic solution to system (1). We seek this solution in
the form of a series
x(4) = (Tt) - G E

xk(ln(T4)) (74)-k~'

(8)

k=0

where the coeffieients x~ are polynomial vector functions of ha(74).
It is interesting to note that the series (8) has the same form as the series applied in the integration of
systems of linear differential equations with a Fuehsian singularity by means of the Frobenius m e t h o d [4].
Obviously, the right-hand sides of (1) admit formal expansions into series in "quasihomogeneous forms":

~ mO
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The following identities hold:
fq+xm(pGx, p - i t )

=/.tG+(l+~m)Efq+xm(Xt).
,

(9)

By using identities (9), we see that after the change of the dependent and the independent variables
given by
x(t) = (7~)-Gy(7~),
s = (Tt) -~,
system (1) acquires the form

-7~sy'=

7Gy + E

s~fq+x"(Y' 7),

(I0)

m~O

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the new independent variable s.
In the new variables, the series (8) become
oo

y(s) = E x ,

(--~lns)sk.

(11)

k=0

Let us substitute (11) into (10) and match the coefficients of like powers of s. Assume that the zeroth
coefficient in (8) is constant; then for the coefficients of s o we have the system of algebraic equations
-TGx0 = f~(x0,7).

(12)

Clearly, the solvability of (12) for x0 = x0~ is equivalent to the existence of a particular solution (6) to
the truncated system (5).
For the coeff•
of higher powers of s, we have the systems
dxk
r

- Kkxk = '

k(Xo, . . . , X k - x ) ,

(13)

where ~k is a polynomial vector function of x 0 , . . . , xk-1, r = _~-1 l n s = ln(7~), Kk = kT~E + K ,
and
K = 7G + dfq(x~, 7)
(14)
is the so-called Kowalewski matrix [5].
If we assume that all coefficients, up to the kth one, are determined, then the ~k become known
polynomials in r . The resulting system (13) can be viewed as a system of ordinary differential equations
with constant coefficients and polynomial right-hand side; such a system always has a polynomial particular
solution xk(r). Thus, we can successively find all coefficients of the series (11). The formal construction
of a particular asymptotic solution to (1) in the form (8) is thus complete.
The presence of logarithms in the expansion (8) means in general that we are considering the generic
case. For example, consider the simple situation in which the truncated system (5) is autonomous. By a
slight modification of the argument in [5], we can show that - 7 is always an eigenvalue of the Kowalewski
matrix (14) with the eigenvector fq(x~). Since, as a rule, in specific applications we have I~1 = 1/(q- 1),
where q > 2 is an integer, we see that, in the positive semiquasihomogeneous case, at least one of the
matrices Kk is degenerate, and, in general, the logarithms are inherent in expansions (8).
In the next step of the proof of Theorem 1, we must show that either the series (8) converge uniformly
together with their derivatives on the given interval of t, or the series (8) are asymptotic expansions of a
real solution to (1).
In the classical situation (for which the right-hand sides of (1) are autonomous, system (1) is positive
semiquasihomogeneous, the matrix G is diagonal, and the elements of G are nonnegative integers), the
proof of the latter assertion can be obtained with the help of a well-known theorem from [6]. However,
since the case under consideration is formally not contained in the framework of the theorem in [6], we
prove our assertion independently.
Without loss of generality, throughout the following, we assume that 7 = +1 and, for brevity, omit the
subscript 7. The case 7 = - 1 can be reduced by time inversion to the case considered. []
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I n f i n i t e l y d i f f e r e n t i a b l e case

Suppose that the right-hand sides of system (10) are infinitely differentiable functions on the Cartesian
product of a small neighborhood of y = x0 and a small neighborhood of s = 0. In system (10) we change
the "time scale"
s = e~,
O<e<<l,
and rewrite the system in the form

dy

-/~-

(15)

em~mfq+x=(Y' 7).

= Gy + E
'm=O

For e = 0, this system becomes
= G y + fq(y, 7),

-/~

which has a particular equilibrium solution y0(~) = x0.
After the transformation described above, the K t h partial sum of the series (8) acquires the form

K
Y ~ ( ~ ) = E e k X k ( - - - ~ l n ( 8 ~ ) ) ~ k,
k=O
whence it follows that for e --~ +0 this sum converges to Y0(~) = x0 uniformly on [0, 1].
Let K E N be so large that - B K < Re Pi, i = 1, . . . , n, where p, axe the eigenvalues of the Kowalewski
matrix K .
We seek a particular solution to system (15) for sufficiently small e > 0 on the interval [0, 1] in the
form
y(~) = y~((~) + z(~)
with the initial condition y ( + 0 ) = 0, where z(~) has the asymptotics z(~) = 0(~ K+6) as ~ --* +0; we
assume that 6 > 0 is chosen su~ciently small.
Let us write (15) as an equation in a Banach space:

~(~, z)
d

~

~(e, z) =/~'~(YK + z) +

G

= 0,

~
(YK
+ z) + E

-"~t
g

, ~
q+xmLYK

+ z,7)"

(16)

wt=0
We regard ~(e, z) as a mapping

~: (0, 60) x ~ l , a ~ "Bo,,,,
where ~B1,A is the Banach space of vector functions z: [0,I] ~ R" that are continuous on [0, I] together
with the firstderivativesand have finitenorm

Ilzlll,,,

--

sup ~_A

[o,1]

(llz(~')ll

+

~'11r

(here the prime denotes the derivative with respect to ~), and ~B0,z~ is the Banach space of vector functions
u: [0, 1] -~ R n that are continuous on [0, 1] and have finite norm
Ilullo,A

=

sup~-Allu(~)ll,

[o,1]

where

A ----K + &

We note some properties of the mapping ~:

a) ~(0, 0) = 15~ay0(~) + Gy0(~) + fe(Y0(~),7) -- 0;

a~
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b) ~ is continuous with respect to (e, z) on (0, e0) x ~I,A, where ~$-~1,,.~ is a neighborhood of the
origin in ~B1,4 ;
c) ~ is strongly differentiable with respect to z on (0, e0) x L[1,A and the Frech6t differential
V,~(e, z), given by
V,~(e, z)h = 3~ ~---~h+ G h + ~

e'~'~dfq+xm(y*K + z, "y)h,

h E

rn=0

is a bounded operator continuously depending on e, z;
d) the operator V,g(0, 0): ~Bl,ZX~ ~B0,~,

v . g ( 0 , 0) =

+ K,

is continuously invertible.
Assertions a), b), and c) are quite obvious. The proof of an assertion similar to d) can be found in [7].
Thus, all assumptions of the implicit function theorem [8] are satisfied; therefore, if e0 > 0 is sufficiently
small, then for every ~ E (0, e0) the functional equation (16) has a solution in ~BI,,~ that continuously
depends on e. On proceeding to the variables (y, s), we see that the differential equation (10) has a
particular solution y(s) e C 1[0, ~] with the asymptotics
K

§

_-

k=0

Since the right-hand side of (10) is a smooth vector function, we actually have y E C~176 ~]. Returning
to the original variables x, t, we obtain the required assertion concerning the existence of a smooth (on
[T, +oo) or on (0, T - l ] , T = eo ~/a , depending on the sign of the semiquasihomogeneity) particular
solution to the original system with the given leading term of the asymptotics. Theorem 1 is thereby
proved.

w

A n a l y t i c case

The above procedure does not provide any information about the convergence of the series (8). Moreover, if the right-hand sides of (10) are not analytic functions, the series (8) may well diverge. Let us study
the convergence of the series (8) for the case in which the right-hand sides of (10) are complex analytic
functions in a small neighborhood of the point y = x0, s = 0.
We even pose a somewhat broader problem and try to clarify the "complex nature" of the solutions
to (1) representable in the form (8). Obviously, the presence of logarithms in the expansions (8) is the main
obstacle to solving this problem by using the abstract implicit function theorem. The point is that the
infinite-sheeted Riemann surface of the logarithm is noncompact; therefore, it is impossible to construct
a reasonable complete normed space of analytic functions that contains the vector function tGx(t). If,
for some reason, the logarithms in expansion (8) were absent, we would readily show that tGx(t) is
holomorphic on a "piece" of the Riemann surface of the function s -- t -~ . The idea of the proof will
be clarified below. However, as was mentioned above, for positive semiquasihomogeneous systems, the
occurrence of logarithms in the expansion (8) is the generic case. Nevertheless, later on we shall see how
to overcome this obstacle in a rather typical situation.
T h e o r e m 2. Let system (1) be positive serniquasihomogeneous, let the truncated system (5) be autonomous, let ~-1 = q _ 1 be a positive integer, and let all assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied with
7 = 1. If the number - 1 is a unique solution of the [orm p = -kf3, k E N, to the characteristic equation
d e t ( K - pE) = 0, then there exists a particular solution x(t) to system (1) with asymptotic expansion (8)
such that the [unction tGx(t) is holomorphic on the covering of the domain ltl > T , for T > 0 suf~ciently
large, by the R/emann surface of the solution to the differential equation
8q

=

+ asq-1)

with the "initial" condition s(+oo) = 0, where a is a real parameter.
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(17)

P r o o f i We apply the technical trick proposed in [9]. Let us make the change of the dependent variable
x = t-~
and the "uniformizing" change (17) of the time variable; after these changes, system (1) takes
the form
-~sy' = G y + (1 + asq-l) ~ s'fq+x,~(y ,7).
(18)
m~0

For a = 0, this system is reduced to (10). The similarity of systems (10) and (18) is also related to the
fact that the solution to (17) with the initialcondition s(+oc) = 0 has the asymptotics s(t),~ ~-~.
Let us show that under the above assumptions, the parameter a can be chosen in such a way that the
formal solution to system (18) contains no powers of logarithms. W e seek a particular solution of (18) in
the form of an ordinary Taylor series
oo

y(s) = y ~ y k s k.

(19)

k----0

Let us substitute (19) into (18) and match the coefficientsof like powers of s. For the coefficientof s~ ,
we obtain
- G y 0 = fq(Y0),

whence it foUows that Y0 = x0.
For the coefficients of the kth powers of s, k < q - 1, we have the equations
K t y k = ~k(Y0, . . . ,

Yk-1),

K t = k/~E + K,

(20)

where the ~k depend polynomially on their arguments and are not yet dependent of the parameter a,
which is to be defined later.
Since for k # q - I the matrices K k are nondegenerate, the coe~cients yk can be uniquely determined
from (20) by the formulas
yk = K~-l~k(Y0,..., Yk-l).
For k = q - 1 we have
Kq-lYq-1 = afq(y0) +'I'q-1(Y0, ... ,yq-2),

Kq-1 = K

+S.

(21)

Note that f~(Y0) = P, where p is an eigenvector of the Kowalewski matrix K with the eigenvalue
p = -I.
Let us decompose yq-1 and t~q-1 into sums of components belonging to the eigenspace of the matrix
K generated by the vector p and to its orthogonal complement, respectively:
.I.

Yq-I ----!/~-lP A- Yq-1

,

~q-1 = cPq-lP -4-~.I.
q--l"

Since the operator Kq-1 is nondegenerate on the in~riant subspace orthogonal to the vector p, we
have

J.

Yq-1

= K-1
.I_
q--l C~q--1 9

By setting a = - ~ q - 1 , we completely satisfy relation (21). The number yq-1 can now be chosen
arbitrarily.
For k > q - 1, relations for yk also have the form (20), where the ~k in addition depend on the
parameter a. As above, these equations can readily be solved for the yk, since the matrices Kk are
nondegenerate.
Thus, we have shown that Eq. (18) has a particular formal solution that can be represented by the formal
Taylor series (19). Let us now prove that the series (19) is the Taylor series of a function holomorphic in
the disk Is[ < ~0, where e0 > 0 is sufficiently small.
The proof almost literally reproduces that in the preceding section. After the change s = ~ , 0 < ~ ~ 1,
system (18) acquires the form
-/Sf~-~
dy = G y + (1 + a~q-lf q-l) ~

~,nc,.f,
.
~ q+x,,,tY,
7)-

(22)

trt=0
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By y~: denote the finite sum
K

YK(~) = E

eky~fk,

k=0

where - 3 K < Re p,, i = 1, . . . , n. We seek a particular solution to (22) in the form
y(~)=y~(~)+z(~),
where z(~) is a holomorphic function in the disk l~[ < 1 and has a zero of order K + 1 at the point ~ = 0.
To prove the existence of such a solution, it suffices to apply the abstract implicit function theorem [8]
to the equation

= 0,

(0,

•

e0, ,

in the corresponding Banach spaces, where
d

s

~(e, z) = 3 ~ - ~ ( y ~ + z) + G ( y ~ + z) + (1 q-aeq-l~ q-l) E $m~.mf
, 9 + z,7).
r q+x,~[Ys:
m~O
Here ~ I , K iS the Banach space of vector functions z: K:I ~ C a that are holomorphic inside the unit
disk K:~ = {~ E C, [~[ < 1}, continuous up to the boundary 0K:~ together with the first derivatives, take
real values on the real axis (z(~) = ~(~)), and have a zero of order K + 1 at the center ~ = 0 of the disk;
the norm on ~i ,K is defined by the expression

il .lla.K

=

+ k, lllr

sup

I~1<1

(where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the variable ~); furthermore, ~0,K is the Banach
space of vector functions u: K:I --~ C" that are holomorphic inside the unit disc K:I, continuous up to the
boundary, take real values on the real axis (z(~) = ~(~)), and have a zero of order g + 1 at the center
= 0 of the disk. The norm of ~0,K is defined by

IlulI1,K =

I

sup

I,~l<l

The assumptions of the implicit function theorem are verified directly.
Equation (17) has a particular solution s(t), s(+oo) = 0, given by the function inverse to
t(s) = s 1-q - a3 -1

Ins.

Let R. be the Riemann surface of the functions s and t. Returning to the original variables, we see
that system (1) has a particular solution x(t) such that the series (8) is the asymptotic expansion of this
solution and for which the vector function tGx(t) is holomorphic on the covering of the domain It[ > eo 1/g
by the Riemann surface 7~.
In closing, we note that if, for some reason, the original expansion (8) does not contain logarithms, then
we must set the parameter a in (17) equal to zero. The theorem is thus proved. []

w

Conclusion

The problems of finding particular solutions to systems of ordinary differential equations with nonexponential asymptotics have been studied for a rather long time. Attention was mainly paid to the effective
construction of truncated systems and to finding their particular solutions [1]. However, the problem of
extending the obtained "quasihomogeneous ray" to a solution of the complete system has not been studied
well enough until now. In particular, there are no general theorems concerning the complex structure of
extendable solutions in the analytic case. Investigations of this kind were carried out only for specific
1292

model systems of mathematical physics [10, 11]. Obviously, the theorem proved in the preceding section
does not solve the posed problem completely. However, the assumptions of this theorem are satisfied in a
number of important problems. For example, Theorem 2 can be applied to prove the convergence of the
asymptotic series constructed in the paper (12), where these series were applied to obtain a new case of
inversion of the Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem concerning the stability of the equilibrium~
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